Let G be a semigroup of commuting linear operators on a linear space S with the group operation of composition. The solvability of the system of equations /,/ = <f>,■, i = I, ... , r, where /, e G and <j>j e S , was considered by Dahmen and Micchelli in their studies of the dimension of the kernel space of certain linear operators. The compatibility conditions Ijfr = Irfj ,
Introduction
This paper deals with the solvability of systems of linear operator equations. In particular, we will provide necessary and sufficient conditions under which certain kinds of systems of differential and difference equations are solvable.
Let G be a semigroup of commuting linear operators on a linear space S with the group operation of composition. The solvability of the system of equations (1.1) lif = 4>i, i=l,...,r, where /, € G and 4>i e S, was considered by Dahmen and Micchelli in their studies of exponential box splines (see [DM;]) . It is clear that the compatibility conditions (1.2) lj<t>i = li4>j (i±j) are necessary for the system (1.1) to have a solution in S. However, in general, they do not provide sufficient conditions for the system (1.1) to be solvable in S. In §2, we shall discuss what kind of conditions on operators will make the conditions (1.2) sufficient for the system (1.1) to be solvable in S.
A special interesting case is when G consists of linear partial differential operators induced by polynomials and S is the linear space of formal power series. Let K be an arbitrary field, and Ks the 5-dimensional affine space over K. Denote by Yl(Ks) the ring of polynomials in 5 indeterminates X\, ... , Xs over the field K. We shall use the standard multi-index notation. Let N denote the set of nonnegative integers. For a multi-index B = (/?), ... , Bs) e W we define XP:=Xfx' -Xf>.
A formal power series in X\,... ,XS has the form Ylfiewbp-X^ , where all bp e K. For a multi-index a = (ai, ... , as) e W, the formal differential operator Da is defined by where we have adopted the convention that X#~a = 0, if Bj< aj for some j. Given a polynomial p e U(KS), p(X) = Y-a aaXa , we denote by p(D) the partial differential operator induced by p:
The corresponding system (1.1) becomes a system of partial differential equations:
(1.3)
Pi(D)f = cl>i, i=l,...,r.
When K is the complex field C and S is the linear space of formal power series over C, Ehrenpreis [E, Theorem 6 .1] proved that the above system (1.3) has a solution in S if and only if whenever qi, ... , qr e TI(CS) satisfy r Y °iPi = °1 =1 it follows that r YQi{F>)<t>, = 0.
1=1
He also remarked that it would be of interest to prove an analogous result for the ring of polynomials over an abstract field (see [E, p. 173] ).
In [DM2] , Dahmen and Micchelli investigated the solvability of the system (1.3) when S is the linear space of polynomials over C. In particular, they obtained the following result.
(1.4) Theorem [DM2] . Let pi and p2 be any homogeneous polynomials on R2 with no common nontrivial zeros. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use It should be pointed out that this theorem is true only if px and p2 have no common nontrivial zeros in C2 (rather than K2). Moreover, it is not necessary that the polynomials pi and p2 be homogeneous.
In §3 we shall investigate the solvability of the system (1.3) when K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and S is the linear space of polynomials (or exponential polynomials) over K. We shall show, among other things, that if pi, ... , ps e H(KS) have only finitely many common zeros in Ks, then the system of partial differential equations Pj(D)f = <t>j, j=l,...,s,
where <f>j e U(KS), has a solution in U(KS) if and only if Pj(D)(pk = pk(D)<pj, j^k. Furthermore, we shall establish a similar result for difference equations. Our work is of some algebraic flavor.
Our investigation of the system (1.1) of operator equations relies on the concept of 5-dimensional additivity for a semigroup G, which was first introduced in [S] . Let G be a commutative semigroup of linear operators on a linear space S. We say that G possesses s-dimensional additivity if for any 5+1 elements h , l[, h.U € G, dim(ker(/,/J, l2,..., ls)) = dim(ker(h , l2, ... , ls)) + dim(ker(l[, l2, ..., /,)), where ker(/I,... , Is) := {f e S: Ijf = 0, j = I, ..., s} .
For any 8 e Ks, we denote by ee the formal power series J2aew SaXa/a\. We call eg a pure exponential. A formal power series is called an exponential polynomial if it is a linear combination of products of polynomials with pure exponentials. From the definition of eg we see that for a polynomial p, p(D)ee = p(8)ee.
(1.5) Example. Let S be the linear space of all exponential polynomials on Ks, where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let G := Gri{K*)(D) be the collection of all p(D), p e U(KS). Then G is a commutative semigroup and possesses s-dimensional additivity on S (see [JRS, Corollary 
3.5]).
Let Z be the set of integers and s be a positive integer. A mapping from Zs to K is called an s-variate /f-sequence. The linear space of all .s-variate AT-sequences will be denoted by A . We wish to consider shift operators on A . If a e W is a multi-index, then we define xa to be the shift operator given by raf:=f(-+ a) for all / e A.
For a polynomial p e H(KS), p(X) = £Q aaXa , we denote by p(x) the difference operator induced by p :
If g e YI(KS), then the sequence given by ft \-> g(B), R e Zs, will be called a polynomial sequence.
For any 8 = (8X, ... , 8S) e (K\{0})s, we denote by 0<) the sequence 0~0/»:=0f'...0/«, p = (pi,...,Rs)eZs.
We call 8( ' a pure exponential sequence. A sequence is called an exponential polynomial sequence if it is a linear combination of products of polynomial sequences with pure exponential sequences. It is easily seen that for a polynomial P, p(T)(0<>)=/,(0)(0()).
(1.6) Example. Let S be the linear space of all exponential polynomial .resequences on Zs. Let G := Gn(K')(?) he the collection of all p(x), p e Tl(Ks). Then G is a commutative semigroup and possesses s-dimensional additivity on S (see [JRS, Theorem 4.4] ).
Why does 5-dimensional additivity play an important role here? As we pointed out in [RJS] , if for G and any system of equations (1.1) with r = s, the compatibility conditions are sufficient for solvability, then G has the property of 5-dimensional additivity. On the other hand, we will show that under some mild conditions on linear partial differential and difference operators, sdimensional additivity implies the solvability of the system of equations (1.1) whenever the compatibility conditions hold.
Solvability of linear operator equations
We discuss in this section possible conditions on G and /;, under which the compatibility conditions (1.2) are sufficient to guarantee the solvability of the system (1.1).
Let M be a subspace of S. An element / e G is called nilpotent on M if for any cp e M, there exists a positive integer m such that lmcp = 0 (m may depend on <f>). We say that M is compatible with G if the following two conditions are satisfied: (2.7) lj<pk = lk<pj, l<j<k<r. Proof. Obviously, the compatibility conditions (2.7) are necessary for the system (2.6) to have a solution.
For the sufficiency part, we first consider the special case where r = s and fa = ■•• = </>s = 0. Since Ii\m is nilpotent, there exists a positive integer m such that lf(f>i = 0. Let H:=ker(l?+X,l2,...,ls), /F:=ker(/r,/2,...,4), H":=ker(lx,l2,...,ls).
By the compatibility (2.7), lj<j>x = 0 for j = 2, ... ,s. Hence <f>x e H'.
Observe that lx is a linear mapping from H to H' with H" being its kernel. Hence dim(H) = dim(H") + dim(lx(H)).
On the other hand, since G possesses .s-dimensional additivity, we have dim(H) = dim(H") + dim(H').
Comparing these two equations gives lx (H) = H'. Since <px e H', it follows that there exists an f e H such that lxf = 4>x. This / also satisfies Ijf = 0, j = 2, ... , s. Since S is a direct sum of M and N, f has a unique decomposition f = fx + f2, where feM and f2 e N. But both M and N are invariant under G, hence the element fx satisfies lxfx = <px and ljfx = 0, 7 = 2, ... ,5.
The general case will be proved by induction on r. Let 1 < r < s and assume that the theorem holds for r -1. When r = 1, no compatibility assumption is made. Given <fix, ... , 4>r e M, we shall show that under the conditions of the theorem the system (2.6) has a solution f in M. In the case r=l we choose fx = 0. For r > 1, by the induction hypothesis, we can find an fx e M such that lifi=4>i, i=l,...,r-l.
Let g = lrfx. Then g e M and kg = U(lrfl) = Wifl) = lr<t>i, / = 1, ... , r-1.
This, together with the compatibility conditions, implies (2.8) li(<pr-g) = 1^-1^ = 0, i=\,...,r-\.
Moreover, since Ij\m (j = r + 1,..., s) are nilpotent, there exists a positive integer m such that (2.9) lf(<t>r-g) = 0, j = r+l,...,s. Consider the following system of operator equations for h: lih = 0, i = 1,..., r -1, (2.10) lrh = <fir-g lfh = 0, j = r+l,...,s.
By (2.8) and (2.9), the compatibility conditions corresponding to the system (2.10) are satisfied. This is just the special case we discussed before. Therefore the system (2.10) has a solution h in M. Let f = fi+h. Then /// = lifi +lih = 4>j, i = 1, ... , r -1, and Irf = Irfl +lrh = g+ (<pr -g) = 4>r-This shows that / is a solution to the system (2.6). □
Solvability of differential and difference equations
In this section, we prove that certain systems of differential and difference equations are solvable provided the conditions (1.2) are satisfied. This is done by applying the theorems established in §2 together with some basic concepts from algebraic geometry. We refer the reader to [L, Sh] for the necessary knowledge of algebraic geometry used in this section.
From now on K is assumed to be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and the ring of polynomials in j indeterminates Xx, ... , Xs over K is denoted by K{XX ,...,XS] = U(KS). is called the coordinate ring of V . If V is irreducible, then K[V] is an integral domain. In this case the quotient field of K[V] is called the field of rational functions on V, and is written K(V).
(3.1) Definition. The dimension of an irreducible variety V, dim(F), is the transcendence degree of K(V) over K. The dimension of a variety is the maximum of the dimensions of its irreducible components.
A single point has dimension 0, and the dimension of any algebraic variety V c Ks is at most s. Let V C Ks be an algebraic variety. For a polynomial / e K[XX ,...,Xs],we define the variety Vf := {a e V: f(a) = 0}. We say that / does not vanish on V if Vf ^ V .
The following theorem is useful for proving some of the results in this section. The proof of this theorem can be found in [L, Chapter II, Theorem 11] and in [Sh, Chapter 1, §6, Theorem 4] . Clearly, Lj is a linear subspace of Ks for each j. The dimension of Lj is at most s -n , for otherwise we would have dim(f7,) < n . Since n > 1, the set -rv*\U>li Lj is nonempty. For any v e ^•S\U^=1 Lj, Fv does not vanish on any of Uj for each j = I, ..., m. D (3.4) Corollary. Let U C Ks be an algebraic variety with all its irreducible components having the same dimension n. For any 8 e U there exist n polynomials px, ... ,p" of degree 1 such that they vanish at 8 and such that U n V(pi,..., p") is a finite set.
(3.5) Theorem. Let px,... , pr (r < s) be polynomials on Ks. Assume that the variety V(px, ... ,pr) is either empty or each of its irreducible components has dimension s-r. Then for given polynomials (resp. exponential polynomials) <f>x, ..., (pr, the system of differential equations (3.6) Pj(D)f = <f>j, j=l,...,r, has a polynomial (resp. exponential polynomial) solution f if and only if the following compatibility conditions hold:
Pj(D)<pk = pk(D)4>j, l<j<k<r.
Proof. Let 5 be the linear space of all exponential polynomials on Ks and G := Gn{K')(D) ■ It is clear that we only need to consider <pj e eg!l(Ks) for some 8 = (8i, ... ,8s)eKs since eeII(Ks) is rj-invariant. Let M = eeIl(Ks). Given <f>i, ... , <pr e M, we consider the solvability forfeM of the system (3.6). If Pj(8) ^ 0 for some j, then Pj(D) is invertible on M (see Example (2.1)). Hence, the theorem follows from Theorem (2.4).
If pj(8) = 0 for all j = 1, ..., r, then 8 e V(px,... ,pr). By hypothesis, every irreducible component of V(pi, ... , pr) has dimension s -r. Applying Corollary (3.4) to V(jpx, ... , pr), we see that there exist polynomials pr+i, ... , ps of degree one such that they vanish at 8 and the set V(pi, ... , pr, pr+i, ... , ps) is finite. In particular, all Pj(D), y = 1, ... , s, are nilpotent on M. Thus, an application of Theorem (2.5) gives the desired result. D The results of Theorem (3.3) and its corollary can be extended to the case where U is an open subset of an algebraic variety.
(3.8) Theorem. Let O C Ks be an open subset of an algebraic variety with all its irreducible components having the same dimension n. Then for any 8 e O there exist n polynomials px, ... , p" of degree 1 such that they vanish at 8 and such that O n V(px, ... , p") is a finite set.
Finally we establish the following theorem about difference equations.
(3.9) Theorem. Let px,... , pr (r < s) be polynomials on Ks. Assume that the intersection of the variety V(px, ... , pr) with (K\{0})s is either empty or each of its irreducible components has dimension s -r. Then for given polynomial sequences (resp. exponential polynomial sequences) (py, ...,</>,, the system of difference equations (3.10) p](x)f = <P], j = I,...,r, has a polynomial sequence (resp. exponential polynomial sequence) solution f if and only if the following compatibility conditions hold:
Pj(i)<t>k = Pk(i)<\>s, l<j<k<r. Proof. Let S be the linear space of all exponential polynomial K -sequences on Zs. Without loss of generality, we may assume that <pi,...,<pre8{ ]U(KS) =: M for some 8 = (8i, ... , 8S) e (K\{0})s.
If Pj(8) ^ 0 for some j, then by Theorem (2.4), the system (3.10) has a solution in M provided the compatibility conditions hold.
Suppose that pj(8) = 0 for all ;' = 1, ... , r. Then 8 e V(px, ... ,pr), and hence each irreducible component of V(px, ... , pr) n (A'\{0}):S has dimension 5 -r by the hypothesis. Again, we can find polynomials pr+x, ... , ps of degree 1 such that they vanish at 8 and the set V(pU ... ,Pr,Pr+l, ... ,Ps)n(K\{0})s is finite. Thus, an application of Theorem (2.5) gives the desired result. □
